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Of course, concentrating energy was not an easy matter. This had much to do with martial arts talent and the level of training

method.

The higher the talent and level of training method, the easier it was to concentrate energy.

On the contrary, for those without talent and who have a low level of training method, it would be harder to concentrate energy.

Even practicing for three to five months, they might not even be able to go on the path of training!

Seeing how Iris and Louisa were already focused, Leon closed his eyes and tried to search for a training method manual

suitable for a man to train.

Since he was not a martial artist, he would not be able to guide Iris and Louisa in training down the road. Thus, he also planned

to practice training methods. He would mainly be a sage art practitioner but also practice martial arts on the side. That way, he

could guide Iris and Louisa.

However, he did not know if he could practice sage and martial arts at the same time, but for Iris, he had to try it!

With that thought in mind, he soon found a great training method suitable for a man, the Divine Martial Method!

Then, Leon crossed his legs, closed his eyes, and started practicing the Divine Martial Method.

What surprised him was that sage and martial arts did not clash. Not only could they be trained at the same time, but they also

even complimented each other.

A long time later, his body gradually concentrated true energy. The true energy combined with the spiritual energy in his body to

form a black–and–white pilates flow pattern, gathering in his energy center.

From that moment, he has officially gone on the training path of sage and martial arts!

The next morning, when Leon woke up from training, with the help of his powerful spiritual energy, his power level broke through

the initial Acquired State, reaching the intermediate Acquired State.

When he opened his eyes, Iris and Louisa sensed it and opened their eyes too.

After a night of arduous training, Iris and Louisa already concentrated energy. Their power level was at the initial Acquired State.

Especially Iris. Two hours ago, she already concentrated true energy. Only because she saw Leon and Louisa still training, so

she closed her eyes and continued training for a while longer.

As for Louisa, she only managed to concentrate true energy not long ago. She was slightly weaker than Iris.

However, the two of them did not know that throughout the entire Springfield City, those who want to concentrate energy might

take at least ten days to do so.

Even a talented person like Harvey took a whole five days to concentrate true energy back then.

The two of them succeeded in doing so in only a night. On one hand, they were talented. The more important factor was that the

Mysterious Maiden Method was an extremely great and profound training method and it was very much in line with their

physique.

It was through the Mysterious Maiden Method that they could easily step onto the training path!

“Iris, Louisa, how are you feeling?” Leon asked concernedly.

“Lewd, the Mysterious Maiden Method that you taught us was amazing! I only took a night for us to concentrate true energy!”

“It looks like you taught us sincerely. You didn’t hide anything from us!” Louisa hugged Leon’s arm and jumped up and down in

excitement.

Previously, they were worried that Leon would secretly hide things from them and brush them off with a low- level training

method. However, at that moment, her suspicions were all gone!

She knew quite a lot about the things to do with martial arts. The Mysterious Maiden Method that Leon taught them helped them

concentrate true energy within a night, this was surely a very profound training method. It was not some low–level ordinary

method!

“Louisa, is this training method that great?”
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